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Fuel-Power-Transportation Educational Foundation, March,
"As concerning ships, it is that which everyone
knoweth and can say, they are our weapons, they
are our ornamenos, t,hey are our strength, they
are our pleasures, they are our defence, they
are our profit; the subject by them is made rich,
the Kingdom through them, strong; the Prince in
them is mighty, in a word, by them in a manner,
we live, the Kingdom is, the King reigneth."
From an English Pamphlet, about 1681
Alfred H. Haag
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Chapter I
From the very first days of the founding of the North
American colonies, shipbuilding was one of the most important
industries. The founders of this New '.TorId were shipbuilders
and sailors, both by inheritance and environment, and the
life that confronted them intensified those racial instincts.
77ith limited agricultural knowledge they naturally turned
to the sea as a source for their food. It was more certain
than the results of their harvest. Only the energetic and
the brave people were able to overcome the un surmountable
obstacles that confronted them, and they also turned towards
the sea as an outlet for their energy and spirit of enter-
prise.
It is not strange that the sea and its affairs dominated
the thoughts of the first Americans: for ship material was
easily available in the great pine forests so near at hand.
Soon every port was filled with shipyards constructing
vessels to be used for fishing and trading, or to be sold
to the merchants and shipowners of the mother country.
Many little farms bordered on streams and small harbors.
During the winter months when the soil repelled the plough,
the farmer would often turn shipbuilder. Sturdy little
crafts were built, and sometimes the farmers would steer
them to the fishing banks, or take them through Hell Gate

to the growing city of New York. The world has rarely seen
a more amphibious people.
At the time of the settlement of America, the largest
ocean vessels were the full-rigged ship and bark. As early
as 1607 the first sea-going craft was launched on the Kennebec,
1.
the "Virginia", "a faire pinnace of thirty tons". It carried
a spritsail and a jib. When it met light airs it had to
resort to oars as the sail spread was insufficient. The
hull was partly decked, enough to protect the cargo, and the
crew had awnings for protection.
The first ship ouilt for commercial purpose in New
England was "The Blessing of the 3ay", a sloop of sixty
tons. This boat was owned by John Winthrop, and her keel
was laid on the Fourth of July, 1631. One hundred and
forty-five years later this date came to mean much to the
American people.
The square rig was the unvarying characteristic of
^.11 vessels with more than one mast, A very familiar
sight was the snow with its spanker hoisted on a trysail
mast instead of on the mainmast prooer.
In 1714 Captain Andrew Robinson of Gloucester built a
vessel of two masts, a model designed for speed as well as
for seaworthiness. As the unique two-master was launched,
she glided sc swiftly and gracefully ovpr the water that
an enthusiatic spectator cried, "See how she scoons. A
schooner let her be I" This ship was destined to stand for
a century and a half as the favorite and distinctive rig of
1. William Meloney, "The Heritage of Tyre" pp. 15

j^erican waters.
Boston soon became one of the chief buildi:.g centers.
In 1698, Governor Bellomont said, "I believe there are more
vessels belonging to the town of Boston than to all Scotland
and Ireland"
.
This period marked the beginning of extensive international
trade. Ships were in great demand to carry goods to foreign
lands. The TTew England vessels seldom made more than two
voyages across the Atlantic without being sold to some foreign
2.
purchaser. "In 1769 the colonies built and launched 389
vessels, 113 of them square rigged, ;nd 276 sloops and
schooners.
"
At the time of the adoption of the Constitution, the
registered tonnage of the United States engaged in foreign
trade was 123,893 gross tons. During the following eight
years it increased 384 per cent.
In 1807, Robert Fulton's steamboat, the "Clermont"
startled the world by her voyage from New York to Albany and
back; making an average sneed of five miles an hour. This
famous paddle -vrheeler eclipsed the experiments of her pre-
decessors, and her years of successful service on the Hudson
definitedly established the future of steam navigation.
The "Savannah", a three-masted clipper-built ship of
three hundred tons, equipped with a steam engine marked the
revolution in ocean navigation. She was the first boat to
1. V/illis Abbot, "American Merchant Ships and Sailors" pp.13
2. V/inthrop Marvin "The American Merchant Marine" pp. 27

cross the Atlantic under steam, but she had to resort to the
use of sails when the fuel became exhausted. The use of the
steamboat increased so rapidly on the rivers and along the
1.
coast, that "the newspapers began to discuss gravely the
question whether the supply of fuel would long hold out. The
boats used wood exclusively".
From 1820 to 1860 the American packet ships, 300 to
7,800 tons were ocea- ferries, reigning supreme in inter-
national shinping. These freight and passenger traffic
ships were the largest and swiftest of their day taking
twenty-three days to sail from Sandy Nook to Liverpool.
American shipping suffered a brief set-back in the
early part of the nineteenth century. Privateering was
an active trade, and many ships were confiscated. The
Jefferson Embargo Act greatly decreased United States'
shipping for a period of two years. The fleet was further
diminished by the 7/ar of 1812, but America's place among
the shipping nations was now assured. Her ships were
free to sail the high seas unmolested by any power of the
world.
With peace conditions now existing the American
people decided upon a policy of reciprocity. There would
1. V/illis Abbot "American Merchant Ships and Sailors" pp. 62

be no restrictions on foreign vessels trading with the United
States, if that nation allowed Ame/ica the same privilege.
To the nations that frovmed upon this legislative enactment
America imposed heavy duties. Gradually her flag became a
familiar sight in the great trading ports of the world.
During this period the whaling industry had almost become
an American monopoly. United States possessed 596 whale-
boats to Great Britain's 14 in 1849. And the greatest con-
quest of all was the United States 's supremacy of the sea
in the trade of the Far East.
The gold rush in 1849 produced the Yankee clioDer, and
1.
drove her round Cape Horn to the port of El Dorado. "The
clipper-ship with her clouds of canvas, her lofty soars, her
,
.cht-like lines." Thousands of gold-hunters clamored for
Dassage, To construct the fastest ship afloat was the goal
of shipbuilders. The clipper ships were hastily put to-
gether disregarding their capacity and the severity of the
Cape Horn passage. They were superior in the strength of
hull, in the breadth of beam, and in the spread of canvas.
The seamen were ambitious and efficient sailors that in-
fluenced greatly the speed attained by the clipper ship.
American shipbuilding was at its zenith in 1850, when
ships totalling 583,450 gross tons were launched from her
shipyards.
.
Her ships were admired in every quarter of the
1. John Spears "American Merchant Marine" pp. 181

the globe, for they traded everywhere. •America's competitors
admitted her uncontested supremacy. In all fields of commerce
she won new victories.
Scientific methods of navigation greatly aided the
1.
shipper. "In 1842 began the compilation of data for charts
which would show the winds, currents, and other phenomena
it
encountered in the waters traversed by ships. Theie methods
saved the United States' shipping merchants at least
i 2, 2 50, 000 yearly.
Although the steamboat was invented in the United States
the English shipbuilders began the use of steam for trans-
portation across the ocean immediately after Fulton's
success on the Hudson. An early effort was made by the
Americans in the steam navigation of transatlantic trade.
Subsidies were granted to the Collins Line, but due to the
decreased freight rates of the English Cunard Line were
froced from the sea. Congress refused to provide adequate
subsidy, and the attempts failed.
3y 1860 steam had become employed by the commercial
nations of the world, with the exception of the United States,
creating a new era in Atlantic shipping. The volume of
world trade had been multiplied, standards of speed and
passenger comfort had increased, and the improvement of the
1. Krafft and Norris "Sea Power in /one rican History" pp. 190
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communication of new had established a more cosmopolitan
state of mind.
The American merchants, however, who had witnessed the
great development of river and coastv<"ise trade in this
country, proceeded to devote their wealth to the improvement
of sailing ships. They had reached the maximum of its per-
fection, and they could not withstand the competition of the
powered boats.
The Civil War and that which followed it delayed to a
greater degree the construction of an up-to-date American
merchant marine. Confederate cruisers destroyed over
110,000 tons of norther shipping. From 1870 to 1890, the
United States was interested in the development of the
Great 77est to the Pacific coast, and the exploitation of
natural resources. The influx of immigration stimulated
the industrial growth of -he East, and the expansion of the
77est. No longer were the people interested in how the
imports were brought in and the exports sent out.
The American ships were losing their prestige cn the
ocean. The decline in shipping was so rapid that at the
end of forty-five years, the United States carried less
than ten per cent of foreign trade in her vessels.
rro tie
Chapter II
Various attempts were made by the Government to
stimulate the development of the merchant marine. As early
as 1845 Congress authorized the Postmaster General to award
contracts to the owners of American vessels for the regular
transportation of mails between the United States and Europe,
A contract was entered with the Collins Line, a competitor
of the Cunard Li.e, resulting in a marked reduction of
freight rates. The United States 'tonr.age gained rapidly,
and was soon on a par with that of Great Britain. Con-
fusion reigned in Congress at this time, and the support
of the merchant shipping became a matter of sectional
politics. In 1856 the mail pay granted to the Collins
Line was reduced, and further decreased two years later.
The Line could net compete against the heavily subsidized
Cunard Line, and was abandoned, siezed by the mortgagees,
and sold.
As the American lines failed, the countries of
Europe were gradually increasing their ship subventions
and expanding their trade routes. By 1880, eighty per
cent of the United States' mail was carried in foreign
ships. Great Britain granted immense sums of money to her
steamship companies for the carriage of mail, and insisted
that all of it be transported in their ships.

Congress made another attempt to aid the United States
merchant marine in 1891. This act did little to encourage
shipping as the rates provided for the carrying of mails were
inadequate to meet the European subsidies and the lower cost
of foreign construction and operation.
The effect of the Civil ?/ar on the American merchant
marine was also fatal. The shipping int rests of the
country were cantered in the North, and were, therefore,
the victims of Confederate cruisers. The latter not only
succeeded in destroying thousands of tons of northern
ships, but also ruined their foreign trade. European
merchant revoked their contracts for they feared for their
cargo in the unprotected American ships who were the prey
1.
of the Confederate foreign-built cruisers. "All around
the world our splendid American ships and barks that had
long been the aristocrats of the ocean, commanding the
choicest freights and higher prices, now suddenly became
outcasts, reduced to hunting for trade in ballast or
accepting cheap or offensive cargoes that nobody else
would take." The United States* fleet which had amounted
to 2,496,894 tons in 1861 and had carried 65.2 per cent
of hsr foreign trade, had decreased in 1866 to 1,387,756
tons, and carried only 32.2 per cent of her imports and
exports,
Winthrop Marvin "The American Merchant Marine" pp. 337

The Civil 7/ar had occurred during a critical period in
v/orld ocean shipping. While the United States was involved
in domestic affairs, the world was witnessing the transition
from sail to steam and from wood to iron. Feeble attempts
were made by the United States to compete with European
steamers. Steam service had, ho?/ever, reached such a degree
of efficiency in Europe, that American ship owners were far
surpassed by foreign-owned lines. English ship builders
were able to manufacture ships more cheaply than American
yards on account of the large abundance of raw materials,
a lower wage rate, and a large scale production.
Many farsighted merchants realized the United States*
position in foreign shipping. Infant industries of New
England desired protection against foreign products. The
South lacked interest in the development of the North, and
refused to co-operate with the business-men of the North.
Government aid, therefore, was impossible to obtain.
Many of the conservative shipbuilders continued to
erect wooden ships. The people of this country believed
that steam would never supplant sail except as an auxiliary
to sail power and that wood possessed characteristics so
superior to iron that its use as a shipbuilding material
was vouchsafed for the future. In 1866 the United States

was still trying to hold its own in the North Atlantic with
wooden paddle rs.
The many navigation laws further handicapped the nrogress
of ship building. The internal revenue tax o" t?K> per cent
on the hulls of the vessels and three per cent on the marine
engines with the fee based a tonnage twe ty-five to thirty
per cent greater than the registered cargo tonnage made it
hard for the American shipbuilder to compete with the
European.
Numerous insurance concerns in California were British
companies which made it difficult for American ships to
obtain charters. The United States' vessels w re often
required to accept low rates for their freight that some-
tines meant disaster to the existence of the companies.
1.
"The ocean freight market has been so low during the past
two years that at time the ship agents have offered to
transport grain to Liverpool and London for nothing, to
take it as ballast. Recently we have shipped corn from
Boston to London at a price less thin that— less than
nothing owing to duties the port dues in London, which
absorbed more than the freight rate received.
"
Another factor to be considered was the general
attitude of the people during this period. Their minds were
centered on the development of land transportation, and the
1. James A. Patton hearing before the "Merchant !.!arine Commission"
of Congress in 1904 (Sen. Rep. 2,755,58 Cong. 3 sess. pp. 714)

growth of industries in the Great West. As long as steamers
were able to supply the men and materials necessary for the
new industries, farms, and railroads, America did not need
vessels of her own. Shipping no longer played an important
part in the life of the American people.

Chapter III
Before 1916 the United States shipbuilding facilities
were very poor. 7/hen she entered the TJorld !7ar the cry-
was for ships and more ships. It was impossible to satisfy
the demand with inadequate facilities, and as "necessity is
the mother of invention" new means were devised to meet the
requests.
The imperative need or ships led to the adoption of
new methods in construction, urged the experimentation
with new materials, and led to the use of materials known
but disliked.
The United States merchant marine had insufficient
tonnage to transport millions of soldiers with their equip-
ment and food. The existing shipyards were overburdened
with orders, and the lack of trained shipworkers was a
serious hancicap in expediting results. Hot only was there
a shortage of shipbuilding material, but also a decided
absence of experience in shipping organization.
Many steel shops for structural work were inactive
because of the lack of material, and the temporary dis-
continuance of the buildir.g i dustry. The "fabricated ship
was the solution to the situation. The employees in the
steel shops prepared the parts according to standardized
patterns, and then sent them to the coast to be assembled,
1.
"Our problem first was to use commercial structural
1. Mr. Henry P.. Sutphen, November 14, 1918,"0cean Shipping
Erich Zimmermann pp. 156

shapes and plates that could be had in large quantities,
with a minimum of alteration through bending, and next,
that the plans should be so developed that the bridge-
builder and the structural shops; should have no difficulty
in reading the drawings and adapting their experience and
equipment to the fabrication of parts for ship construction.
The naval architect had to speak and draw in terms familiar
to the great army of structural steel workers, requiring
some radical modifications in the matter of classification
details, and imposing shaped models, in order that the
materials at hand might be incorporated in t-he most ef ficient
manner for maximum production and accuracy of fit. In
brief, this necessitated the elimination of curves and the
substitution of straight lines and angles whenever possible."
The Hog Island shipyard, one of the assembling plants,
had fifty ways for the construction of steel shi^s. These
ways extended for a mile and a quarter along the river. While
fifty parts of a ship were being built in these ways, twenty-
eight others could be fitted out at the pier. Hog Island
was an uninhabitable marsh in September, 1917. Five months
later, the first keel of a ship was laid; in eleven months
the first hull was launched; and the first completed ship
was delivered on December, 1918, This illustrates how rapidly
the United States attempted to re-establish her American
merchant marine.
Ii
At the close of the World War, the United States Shipping
Board possessed a great man;/ of these dunlicate ships. There
was no dif-'iculty in recognizing the standardized ship by her
very stiff and square appearance. The line of the deck ex-
tended rigidly fore and aft, the deck houses appeared to be
squared-off boxes, and the mast and funnel projected stiffly
into the air, at right angles to the decks. Quantity rather
than quality had been stressed to such an extent that the in-
experienced fabricators produced an inferior type of vessel.
The 3oard had this obsolete type of ship scraooed, rrith the
exception of several fabricated vessels that had been sold.
In the attempt to futher increase the speed of ship
production the rivet less, or welded, vessel was introduced
In shipbuilding. The innovators claimed that this ship w s
lighter because the weight of the rimt head vr.s saved;
stronger as it eliminated the danger of tearing; and more
v/ater-tight.
Several small harbor and inland water crafts have been
built during the past few years with welded fastenings.
There have bee- plans made to apply electric welding to the
entire hull of an ocean-going vessel, with the excention
1.
of the bow and stern sections. "There are no Jones-White
mail contracts to be obtained by such a vessel nor any aid
1. Nautical Gazette June 21, 1930

to justify its construction." It is, therefore, doubtful
to find an owner to use such a vessel.
The War also sti-rulated the construction of concrete
vessels. The U nited States Government contracted to build
forty-two concrete ship hulls of 300,000 tons. Experts
worked out a plan which made the concrete so light that it
floated on water, and yet possessed the strength and tough-
ness greater than th t of the gravel or stone which is
generally used. The United States Shipping Board cancelled
all the contracts for concrete ships, as they considered
that type of hull inferior to that of wood and steel.
The ships that were invented under the stress of war-
time conditions have not met with any success in operati-n,
and these vessels must be perfected before they can be
placed in the world's shipping commerce.

Chapter IV
After the Civil :7ar the United States merchant marine
suffered a steady decline occasionally being interrupted by
a few people who were interested in forcing legislative
statutes.
The first important act passed was the Panama Canal Act
in 1912 granting free entry for all materials needed in the
construction of vessels. It also permitted the entry to
American registry foreign-built ships not older than five
years
.
This act was modified in 1914 removing the age res-
trictions, and permitting the entrance to American registry
all foreign-built vessels if they were owned by United
States firms. Formerly foreign officers were not p rmitted
tc commandeer American Ships, but this policy was revoked
by a provision. The responses to the act were exceedingly
discouragi g to the advocators for a large merchant marine.
The higher cost of operation imposed by American policy
prohibited active shipbuilding.
Another attempt was made in 1915, but it proved more
of a handicap than an aid. The requirements pertaining to
life-saving equipment were made very severe in comparison
to foreign laws. The Seamen's Act forced able seamen to be

rated as such only after three years' service at sea. The
ship had to be manned by forty-five per cent able seamen by
the end of the second year, increasing accordingly until it
reached sixty-five per cent. It also stated, in a provision,
that American seamen in all ports and foreign seamen in
American ports could desert at will and demand one-half of
their earned wages.
American commerce was seriously handicapned with the
outbreak of the World 7fer in 1914. Foreign flag ships
could no longer carry American goods. United States had
depended upon them to transport over ninety per cent of
her trade. The products of the farms and factories were
stored in warehouses, on docks, and on railroad sidings,
because of th%. lack of transportation facilities. There
existed an imperative need for ships to carry these goods
in foreign trade.
The situation became very serious, and the result was
the passage by Congress of the Shipping Act of 1916. It
authorized the government to attempt to regulate ocean
shipping. It created the United States Shipping Beard
which became active in the purchase and operation of
vessels.

When the United States entered the war in April, 1917,
she was without a merchant marine to serve as naval aux-
iliaries. The vital issue facing America and her people
was the need for providing a "bridge of ships" to France.
The quickness with which thi3 country mobilized its
resources to build ships surprised the world. Money poured
ir.to the shipyaids. Thousands of men ioined the ranks in
the navy, although formerly this occupation had beer, dreaded.
These conditions created the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, with an appropriation of $50,000,000 to act as
an adjunct to the Shipping Board. It had the authority to
1.
"take over the output of any industrial plant or to take
ever the whole plant if necessary, to requisition ships
either completed or under construction, to construct and to
operate ships with no other conditions than the limits of
the financial appropriations, to commandeer property for
developing housing facilities, and to control the transfer
of vessel to foreign ownership".
New shipyards came into being overnight. In less than
a year and a half the United States shipbuilding industry
2.
grew from a "mere handful of shipyard employing about
50,000 men, to more than 200 yards with a total of over
1. Erick Zimmermann "Ocean Shipping" pp. 573
2. Alfred H. Haag, Director, Department of International Shippi:
Georgetown University November, 1928

r 50, 000 workers.
,
An additional 180,000 were employed in the
563 mills and factories that supplied the engines and boilers
Hog Island, formerly the world's largest shipyard, a re-
juvenated -narsh, launched seven ships in one day. This
fabricated shipyard of 850 acres contained fifty shipways,
seven outfitting piers, and 250 buildings erected at a cost
of |G6,000,000.
The signing of the Armistice did not terminate the
building of new ships. A sudden discontinuance of building
activities would have resulted in untold hardships for the
men employed in the shipyards. United States had contracted
with shipbuilding companies to construct these vessels, and
the contracts could not be immediately rescinded. America
had agreed tc have built 3,270 ships of 18,407,276 tons, and
had spent and pledged itself for over three billions of
dollars.
At the close of the War, the people of the United
States were faced with the problem of disposing of,or
utilizing the large, diversified number of vessels secured
during the past few months. Over a thousand of these had
beer, experiments with wooden, concrete and composite ships.
These vessels were useless in time of peace. Hundreds of
small lake boats had been built for inland transportation
purposes, and could not be employed in transatlantic shipping

service. Numerous vessels were composed of the duplicate
type in order to facilitate construction. The merchant
marine was unsuitable for post-war competition. The mer-
chants of the United States were disgusted with the conditions,
and naturally turned to well-organized foreign shipping
companies to carry their freight.
The foreign countries' problem for the disposition of
vessels was not very serious as the ships wre returned to
their respective ovmers, who repaired and paced them again
in service in established trade routes.
United States, on the other hand, had not part ici oated
actively in overseas trade, and the situation had to be
solved by the United States Shipping Board. The Merchant
Marine Act of 1920 was established to meet this crises and
the title tells us that it was meant "to provide for the
promotion and mai tenace of the American merchant marine, to
repeal certain emergency legislation, and provide for the
disposition, regulation, and the use of property acquired
thereunder, and for other purposes".
Post-war prices were very high, and many futile attempts
were made to inaugurate services out of unimportant ports.
The high ocean rates could not continue, bids were cancelled,
and the United States Government found itself firmly es-

tablished in the shipping business.
apparently the Act was not sufficient effective, for in
1.
1925 a report was submitted which read as follows: "The facts
developed by the investigation which the Conference has
carried on show that, despite the millions and even billions
expended upon our merchant marine during and since the World
War, relatively little progress has been made in placing
America.--, shipping in our foreign trade on a permanent com-
mercial basis. It has become clear that the Merchant Marine
Act of 1920 and the other laws relating to our shipping do
not form a complete or adequate program for accomplishing
the purpose so well stated in the preamble of that Act",
The Merchant Marine Act of 1928, known as the Jones-
White Act, was passed to cope with the situation in an
effort to restore the merchant marine to equality with those
of other maritime nations. It authorized the Government to
assist companies by loans for the construction of modern
ships; it provided substantial payment for the carriage of
foreign mail on important trade routes for a period of ten
2.
years. "This, of course, is ship subsidy, the purpose of
which is to compensate American shipowners Tor three things:
First, the much higher costs of ship construction in this
country, by comparison with construct io costs in foreign
1. National Merchant Marine Conference, 1925 Trans. <& Conn.
Dept. C. or C. No. 1227
2. Postmaster General Brown, Merchant Marine Bulletin,
July-August, 1931

shipyards; second, -the higher wages of American seamen: and,
third, the subsidies which other nations provide "or their
own vessels."
The United States Post Office Department has awarded
41 contracts for ocean-mail service covered by 28 steamship
lines. These awards necessitated the building of a large
number of new vessels to be placed in service on the trade
routes, A hundred fast cargo and passenger ships of
900,000 gross tor.s costing 5300,000,000 will be launched
to take care of this service, and 90 vessels are to re-
conditioned. There remains , at the present time, 32
new ships to be built and 35 vessels to be reconditioned
to meet the requirements of the Jones-White Act. American
shipowners are receiving annually $25,078,813 in payment of
mail contracts.
In 1914 the Board possessed 2,543 ships or 14,706,217
gross tons consisting of those acquired by United States
shipbuilding, seized German and Austrian ships commandeered
Dutch and other neutral vessels; foreign vessels chartered to
the United States Shipping Board; and ships built for it in
Japanese and Chinese yards. In January, 1932, the Board's
fleet consisted of 414 vessels operated by 26 shipping lines.

The progress that has beer, made since the inauguration
of regular .American flag services under the control and with
the co-operation of the United States Shipping Board is
significant, because the bulk of the ships in these services
have had to compete throughout these .
./ears with foreign
ships of post-war cor. struct ion. Defi r :ite shipping services
in foreign trade routes have been established, and the Board
has Improved the lines under her operation with the ul^-imate
view of private ownership.
There has existed since the passing of the Merchant
Marine Act of 1920 the theory that there is a surplus of
1.
world ton:.age. IJearly fifteen per cent of the world* s tonnage
is idle and about twenty-six per cent is more than twenty
years old." The principal maritime nations have ignored this
fact, and have conti ued to build a gre t many ships. Tho
United States has added less than 600,000 tons to hr fleet,
and has led the world in the scraoping of ships.
The present building program calls for approximately
seventy ships of about 800,000 rross tons over a period of
eight years. The obsolete types of merchant vessels have
beer, eliminated by the scraping program, and the small
building program exculpates the United States from the charge
1. Boston Traveler, November 3, 1931

1.
in being a contributor to the present world tonnage. "The
truth is, had the other countries built as little and scrapped
as much as the United States has sinee 1922, there w^uld be
but little idle tonnage, if any, existing today."
The slew tramper has been replaced by the sneetiy cargo
liner. It is necessary in the commerce of today to have
regular schedules and frequent sailings with specialized
vessels. During the 77ar 2,314 ships were completed with an
average speed of less than ten kno s, and they are not
adequate competitors of the foreign freighters.
This was the type of material that the United States
Shipping 3oard was forced to use in establishing services
in a highly competitive trade. 77ith the disadvantages of
little experience, United States has established American
services in ports where it has neva r existed before. It has
achieved its purpose in seeing a great portion of its
commerce carried in American flag ships to all parts of the
world. As a result of the United States Shinning Board's
2.
program "82 American lines with 700 ships or 1 2,500,000 gross
tons are now engaged in the foreign and non-contiguous trades
are 88 per cent privately owned and ar? rendering efficient
service in the transportation of the nation's commerce".
1. Hon. S. Sandberg, Merchant Marine Bulletin. May, 1931
2. Merchant Marine Bulletin, May, 1931

There has been a pronounced increase in the tr^e with
South America. In 1914 there existed only fcur American-f lap-
freighters and one combination passenger and cargo carrier
of 70,000 gross tons operating bet-een United States and the
ports in South America. The imports amounted to $22,677,000
and the exports $124,540,000, and in 1930 the trade had
increased over two hundred per cent.
Since 1920 the United States Shipping Board has es-
tablished seven lines with an apportionment of forty-five
vessels anount ing to 343,825 gross tons to American services
to operate in the South American trade. Privately owned
American lines have inaugurated services in this section of
the world, and in June, 1930 900 ships of 550,000 gross
tons were engaged in South American trade.
The United States' trade with the ?ar East has also
developed since the War. Before 1914 only one line composed
of five ships operated between the Pacific Coast and the Far
East, with an annual value of foreign trade amounting to
$380,000,000, Seven lines have been established by the
Shipping Board to engaged in Oriental trade, with 140
American flag vessels of 1,036,193 gross tons. There has

been an increase of over 380 per cent in the value of trade.
Before the War there were no ships flying the American
flag sailing to Africa, and the annual trade co sisted of
i'47,000,000. The United States Shipping Board established
one line to South and East Africa, and another to West
African ports with an assignment of fifteen shins of 82,400
In 1930,. 22 ships of 125,000 gorss tons were engaged in
African services with an increase of thirty-two per cent
in trade.
In 1914 six American flag ships o .' 70,000 gross tons
were active in the trade with Europe, and, today, there
exists over 230 vessels of 1,500,000 gross tons, and increase
of fifty per cent.
These figures prove that the Merchant Marine Acts of
1920 and 1928 are highly constructive to American shinning
and industry in general, and has resulted in placing
the United States in a more favorable position to compete
in the markets of the world.
Today, the United States is carrying one-third
of her commerce in her own ships with all indications
of a,, increase. She is the greatest exporting ation in
the world. It is the desire of the Government to hold this
dos it ion, and to possess a modern and up-to-date merchant

marine to carry the greater portion of this comm-rce. mhe
American people have learned their costly lesson from the
'Vorld V.'ar, and have come to realize that a^ adeouate merchant
marine is an absolute necessity to thsir general welfare.

Chapter V
During the past century the world has undergone a grevt
economic development, and international commerce has expanded
accordingly. Shipping trade routes now penetrate into the
most remote corners of the world. The increase in the volume
of traffic has required the establishment of a jcreat number
of vessels to transport the trade of the world.
It has become profitable for steamship lines to main-
tain a regular schedule to i crease the efficiency of their
1.
service, "The greater the development of a region and in
consequence the greater the variety cf products v/hich are
exported a..d imported, the less subject to seasonal variation
its traffic becomes." As the fast cargo boat has gradually
increased in numbers, the tramp has accordingly declined in
activity. International trade has grown to such an extent
that the volume of any particular type of traffic is large
enough to furnish employment for the specialized vessel.
The tramp steamers -'hich carry a large portion of the
world's water-borne commerce, have been named the "vagabonds
of the sea". They are built without any specific object
in view apart from general serviceability for cargo traffic
combined with economy of operation. They do not adhere to any
regular schedule or defiriteness of routes.
Since the World TJar the tramp has been pushed rather
1. Calvin and Stuart pp. 55

1.
hard, " Modem marketing methods have demanded greater
speed and punctuality". The recent trend towards combina-
tion and concentration has eliminated the tramp vessel
from participating in the carriage of special products.
Another factor that has contributed to the decline of
the tramp steamer has been the absorption of the vessels
by regular shipping concerns which operate them on a definite
schedule. T he present transition from coal to oil has
curtailed much of the tramp's trade. The transportation of
coal as return freight is one of the ship's most important
duties.
The markets of the aitire world are undergoing a
period of depression. The tramp steamers suffer the most
i^rom a slump, as it tends to dislocatec normal tramp lis-
tribution.
It is doubtful whether the tramp will be replaced
entirely by cargo liners. They are adaptable to the physical
harbors of the world, dependable, durable, and capable of
rendering cheap water transportation rates as their size
and speed do not require a high cost of operation.
Seasonal trade is the tramp steamers' main support, as the
line companies cannot afford to maintain service except on
1. Nautical Gazette, June, 1930

1.
a definite schedule. "As Kipling said 'the liner, she^
a lady, 1 and as such is too good to perform the menial
work of the tramp. The liner is a thoroughbred, while the
tramp is the truck-horse of the ocean,"
The growth of the fast cargo ship has been made
possible by the invention of the Diesel motor. This is now
the favored source of power, ar.d while ^he steamships in
oceai. freight service still outnumber the motorshios, it
probably will not be many years before the motorship takes
first place.
A car
;
c liner operating at a speed of eighteen knots
can sail in twenty-six days from lokohama to Uevi ¥ork via
Los Angeles, an unheard of accomplishment ten years ago.
Increased capital costs and fuel ocnsunrt ion car. bring
enough extra freight revenue to pay for the operation. The
high type of cargo involving long voyages, where the time
saved and the increase in the number of voyages give an in-
crease in the earning power sufficient to offset the extra
2.
costs and the decrease in cargo capacity. "A fleet of six
18-knot ships can do the work of eight 14-krct ships where
regular sailings on service must be maintained, and the
saving of the capital cost of two 14-knot ships make up
for the excess capital cost of the six 18-knotters.
"
1. Erich Zimmermann "Foreign Trade and Shipping" pp. 225
2. Nautical Gazette, August 16, 1930

Another reason for the popularity of the cargo ]iner is
that it renders possible a quick turn-over. Goods are
not tied up in inventories, as a shipment from a foreign
source of supply may be obtained in a much shorter time.
There has been a markei tendency during the past few
years towards the specialization of cargo steamer, in re-
frigeration, and in the use of specific cargo.
.-s the number and size of ships have increased, it
has been recognized that the maintenance of living condi-
tions on board ship, for both passengers and crew, and the
ability to effect comolete cooling of cargo must be
identical to that on land in order to insure a continuous
1.
and healthy growth of the shipping industry. "Approxi-
mately 5,000,000 cargo tons of the present annual total
water-borne commerce of the United States is transported
in refrigerated. ships.
"
All passenger liners have refrigerated compartments
where food for the meals of the passengers and the crew
are carried. C ompanies similar to the Panama Pacific Line
and the United Fruit Line which transport perishable fruits
have portions of the cargo space equinped with cooling in-
stallations.
There is the possibility that the temperature and
1. Nautical Gazette, March 14, 1931

humidity of dining saloons, lounges and staterooms may be
controlled by refrigeration. Absolute comfort under all
weather conditions mav V had with an air conditioning equip-
1.
ment. "Passengers on ships so equipped need ha-"-e no appre-
hension of stuffy atmospheric conditions as the vessel
approaches southern waters or is temporarily at anchor under
the glaring sun." ilany foodstuffs now enjoyed by the average
man would not be within his economic reach were it not for
the refrigerated ships which transport large quantities of
perishable goods large distances both cheaply and quickly.
The oil tanker. , a specialized cargo ship, is a type
of vessel which was unknown upon the ocean routes not so
many years ago.
The evolution of the tank ship is of great imrortance
in world economy, as it is bound up with the development cf
the mineral oil trade. Oil was formerly carried across the
seas in barrels and cases, but these were replaced by the
metal cases. The barrels consumed a gre t deal of space be-
cause of their awkardness, and took up one-fifth of the
weight in actual cargo. There existed the danger of ex-
plosives due to the air spaces and the large areas of unex-
posed oil surface.
The introduction of the metal tank rendered
1. Merchant Marine Bulletin, May, 1S31

possible a decrease in expenses. This was followed by tanks
fitted in the ships' hold, and united to a pumping system to
1.
make easier the handling of the cargo. "This led to the
development of the double -skinned tank ship, which, in turn,
by the removal of the inner skin, gave us the modern tank ship
;
and lastly, the round tank ship was introduced, which was
more or less a return to the old form."
However, the danger from explosives was still prevalent
oil leaking from the tanks gave off gas which formed an
explosive mixture with the surrounding air, making it im-
possible to examine the inner and outer side of the ship's
shell.
There were many advantages derived f v&st the introduction
of the round tank system. The shape of the oil tanks is
best suited for lightness and strength, and little heating
is required on account of air insulation. The space around
the tank and the shell is well ventilated and renders
possible periodical inspection.
One disadvantage of the tank vessel is that it is not
^aotable to any cargo other than oil. Attempts have been
made to carry grain in tankers, but the expei3n of cleaning
the tank thoroughly to remove all traces of oil is exorbitant.
Sometimes, however, small amounts of general cargo are carried
1. C. E. Bonn "The Oil Tanker" pp. CO

in the tween deck of tankers, and several oombirstion
vessels for the carriage of bulk ore and oil have been
built.
The growth of the tank ship has been so rapid that
tanker fleets new constitute one-fifth of the ton- age
afloat, ihere are approximately one thousand tankers
on the seas today, ^rd these vessels account for 35 per
cent the entire American merchant marine.
The modern tendency towards the specialty tyre of
steamers has also spread to the development of the
improved coal and ore vessels. Ihe unspecialized bulk
freighter used the slo? expon ^ive method of unloading
their cargo by means of grab buck3x L operated by cranes.
The modern roal and ore freighter is equipped with a self-
unloading device by which a cargo of 3~v- ral thousand
tons may bo discharged in a few hours.
Another type of self -unloading cran» empties its
freight through a tunnel in the bottom of thf steamer
1.
into cars running on tracks on the quay. "The loaded
cars or tnucks are mo^ed along these tracks to the
bott.cn of a vertical shaft, lifted by an elevator tc an
unloading platform above the deck of the vessel, and
<=«ptied into a chute leading over the side of the
vessel."
1. V.'. Von Metre "Tramps and Lin^"?" pp Z?S

In recent years there has been rotable deve] orrrentr;
male in speed in the unloa-ii'-^ of vessels, The time a
chip remain in pert is unprofitable as Its »n?.in ^uroose is
1.
in transporting goods, and not ef sto~i f them "The sav-
ing of a day in port on "he ocMufior of each visit *ry mean
an additional rour^ voyage p«r annum, -yith its correspond-
ingly financial return."
With the satisfaction of spaed as the ultimate parrose,
the use of si^<=> ports has reduced th« eest of cargo handling
by the continual movement of cargo* The <rocds mnv be
loaded direct to tractor trains from trucks and >eigh+ ~crs,
and held on the ?<harf until the chip is ready for loading.
This saves at least one handling. Instead of hoistv-p- nergo
"aa in the case of hatahec, from the dock up thirty feet,
then over thirty feet to hatch opening and dc.-m fifteen
feet to the 'tween deck, then moving it b..cV toward the
starting point twenty-.five feet, the ee rgo moves in a direct
line from the pier to place of stowage, x distance of
possibly fifteen feet. The saving in distance traveled
would be 85 per cent."
arrangements have to be made for th*» variation of
tides in the use of side ports. The portable conveyor has
recently been introduced in the market for side port
1. nautical Gazette November 15, 1930

1.
transfer of cargo to meet this problem. "A section ooerated
by its ovm electric motor driven by a plug and cable connecti
with the main pov7er line, is pushed from the wharf into the
vessel."
Practically every vessel today has its own unloading
machinery. The winches, one of the handling features of a
cargo ship, has made remarkable progress during the past few
years. The steam and hydraulic power is being; replaced by
electricity.
The electric winches are usually installed directly
to the deck at the hatches with very successful results.
2.
The new Dollar liners have "electric winches of rated capa-
city of 300 pounds at 340 feet a minute". Winches of normal
capacity and speed are now obtainable, much to the satis-
faction of the small shipowner.
One of the first things that catches the eye of a
European in the United States is the absence of cranes
<
in the handling of cargo. The ship s gear is universally
employed to load and unload freight. Yet "it may be said
that no foreign ports are better equipped than ours for
mechanical handling of special commodities like coal, iron
ore, and grains."
Side ports cannot be advantageously used in many
countries of Europe because of the great tidal ranges.
1. Ray MacElwee "Ports and Terminal Factors" pp. 151
2. Nautical Gazette November 15, 1930
3. Merchant Marine Bulletin July-Sugust, 1931

It necessitates the construction of deck hatches on coasting
vessels and the utilization of quay cranes. Europe possesses
extensive inland waterways, and many of the barges are not
equipped with power, and, therefore unable to handle its own
freight. Quay cranes are compulsory to make possible the
transfer of freight.
The installation of cranes are not economically
efficient , as it is unusual to see a quay furnished with
numerous cranes all in operation. United States' ships
are performing to the country's satisfaction without the use
of the crane in the loading of its freight. However some
of the recent terminal construct ion projects have wide quay
aprons which provide cargo masts designed especially for use
in conjunction with the ship's tacks. These installations
make the ship's gear more effective and are distinctly an
American development.
The establishment of the specialized cargo vessels,
and the improvements in loading and unloading devices have
greatly increased the efficiency of freighters in world
trade shipping.

Chapter VI
The latest development in shipping is the Diesel engine
which has created a new era in ocean transportation. It was
invented and put into practical use in Germany by a scientist,
Dr. Rudolph Diesel. This motor has improved so extensively
that it is gradually replacing the steam engine in large ships.
Keen competition prevails betweer. the motor ship and the
steamboat. Hundreds of ships equipped with motors have been
built for freight service during the past few years, and many
cargo boats have taken out steam and installed Diesel motors
in their place. Ten years ago the motor ships were as
familiar a sight as the deep-sea sailing vessels, but, today,
one-half of the ships that are now under construction in the
shipyards of the world will be equipped with Diesel engines.
A Diesel engine operates on the same principle of inter-
nal combustion as in the automobile engine. In the Diesel
engine, however, there is no electric spark. The oil becomes
ignited from the high temperature resulting from the com-
1.
pression of air ih the cylinders. "Air compressors are used
to convert the oil into a spray and to start the engine, and
cooling appliances are required to cool the cylinders,
valves, and piston bearinrs."
The pistons of the Diesel engine are often connected
directly to the propeller shaft, and reversing i s made possible
by reversing the motor itself. In some cases the engine shaft
. Johnson and Huebner "Principles of Ocean Transportation" pp

is connected to the propeller shaft, and a reversing Tiiovement,
similar to that of an automobile, is accomplished by shifting
gears. Another type of Diesel marine engine is the vessel that
is equipped with an electric power plant in which the oil-
burning motor drives a generator and the propeller is turned
by an electric motor. Many small cargo boats have installed
Diesel-electric motors that have control switches in the
pilot house, so that the pilot may directly regulate the opera-
tion of the motor.
Supercharging is another recent development of the
Diesel engine. The Buchi system of pressure-charging, which
is the best known, is used in conjunction with the four-
stroke Diesel engine. During the past three years over a
hundred vessels have been operating in foreign counties with
this type of motor. The popularity of pressure charging is
1.
due to the fact that "more fuel can be raised any amount up
to fifty per cent".
The reasons for the growth of the Diesel marine oil
engine are that it has reduced the size of the engine room
and of fuel spaces, and that it has increased the vessel's
deadweight capacity and available cargo space. Diesel engines
are started in a very short time, without the necessity of
extensive preparations to get up pressure and power, further-
more, the use of these engines makes possible the consumption
1. Marine Engineering and Shippir.- Age September, 1^31

of only one-third as much oil as a ship which burns oil
under her boilers in order to raise steam.
The motor engine has been very popular with fast
freighters and combination passenger and cargo boats. In
1927, the flavigazione Generale Italiana put out the largest
motor ship afloat of 32,650 gross tons. Many steamship
companies have followed in the steps of the Italian concern,
and the idea was successfully i au.:;u rated in the cabin class
boat. A t the present time the same Italian company has
nearing completion, "Conte Di Savoia" and "Rex", transat-
lantic motor liners of 45,000 gross tons each, capable of
maintaining a minimum speed of 27;? knots an hour.
There are over 10,000,000 gross tons of motor ships "in
service throughout the world today, an increase of eleven
per cent in one year, while steamers, amounting to
59,000,000 gross tons remained practically stationary. There
is a pronounced tendency towards faster motor ships with
higher powered installations, and some people believe that
the day of the steamship is drawing to its close.
During the past ten years oil has superceded coal in the
use as fuel. It saves both weight and space as oil may be
stored in a vessel's double bottom. "The stokehold crew is
also greatly reduced from 350 to less ;,han 50: and the modern
oil-fuel fireman is a :nuch more ambit icus and oetter type
than the old "Blacksquad" and is far more in keepin5 with the
1, Frank Bowen "Atlantic Travel" pp. 357

modern liner." Oil is from forty to sixty per cent more
efficient than fuel, and reduces the time required for re-
fuelling to such a degree that oil-burners can make several
more trips across the ocean every year than could coal-
burners at the same speed.
Electrical marine machinery has also developed ex-
tensively since the dose of the World T7ar. The usefulness
of the stean turbine has been increased by the innovation
of electric, hydraulic, and gear-wheel transmission. High
speed rotation is necessary to obtain the maximum turbine
efficiency, but there had been a great deal of difficulty
in application as the propellers are most efficient at a
very much lower speed. On account of the many inventions
during the past few years, the engine has reached a higher
degree of perfection.
The turbine electric drive has bee; installed in naval
boats, double-ended ferry boats, and river towboats, and in
1927 the United States witnessed its first application in
large passenger vessels. The future holds great possi-
bilities for the development of the turbo-electric ship
in world shipping.
The many improvements in marine engines had made
possible the high speed attained by world vessels on the
high seas.

Chapter VII
There has been a rapid growth in the size of vessels dur-
ing the twentieth century. The ship of today is sixty times
bigger, better, and faster than the vessel of George Washing-
ton's time, and the shipping five or six times more efficient.
This increase has been made possible by the replacement of
sails by co 1 and oil, and the replacement of wood by steel,
With the remarkable advance in world trade came the
necessity of large ships for correlation. In order to cater
to the immense passenger trade the shipbuilder's attention
was directed to speed with luxury. Inventions in marine
engines made possible greater speed, and with the increase
in size the naval architect was able to attain his end in
comfort, safety, 3peed, and economy.
There are great advantages obtained from the increased
size of a ship. Many more comforts are rendered possible
because of larger staterooms, more deck space, greater
height above the wat,erj and a decrease in disturbances due
to wave motion. The size of a ship makes possible greater
speed, because if the length of a vessel is greater in
oroportion to her total weight the power necessary decreases
1.
to propel a given displacement at a given speed. "Finally,
under normal conditions, a ship's earning capacities, de-
1. Erich Ziramsrmann "Ocean Shipping" pp. 118

pending on space and displacement , are increased at a
greater ratio than .he cost factors, hence the economy of
larger vessels,"
Many hundred of millions of dollars have been involved
in the stimulation of transatlantic shipping competition.
The "Majestic", "Leviathan", "He de France", "Augustus",
"Britannic", and "Bremen" are the results of the desire
for size, speed, and comfort. There is the practical limit
of an ocean liner in speed and size. In less than one-half
of a century, ships have expanded in length from an average
of 300 feet to 1000 feet. Today, one boat may accommodate
over 30,000 people.
The race for superliners and blue ribbons on the
Atlantic i3 becoming too expensive and uneconomic for
private investors. The Cunard Line was forced to abandon
work on her 73,000 ton ship under construction after ex-
pending 15,000,000. This indicates that the monster ship
is not a paying proposition, but merely an asset to the
line's prestige.
The German "Bremen" and "Europa", the nearly completed
Italian "Rex" and Conte de Savoia", and six major ships of
3ritish and -rench line under construction will find opera-
tion difficult as the passenger business has not kept pace

with the increased number of ships due to the present period
of world depression.
Vessels of this type require large terminals. A gre t
amount is spent in the deepening of harbors and the exten-
stion of piers. The work of dredging and keeping clear each
extra foot of depth in the channel becomes increasingly costly.
There has been considerable trouble in docking the ships built
in the past two years, and many ports are closed to the super-
liner, because of inadequate docking space.
The United States V7ar Department restricts the extent
to which a pier may be projected into a channel. If
passengers or freight are forced to land by te -ders, the cost
of the ship is increased considerably. The trans-shipment of
cargo necessitates, therefore, greater specialization on the
part of the ship.
All vessels of the United States merchant marine are part
of its naval auxiliary, and may be obliged to carry troops
from the Atlantic to the Pacific seaboard. The maximum
length of the Panama Canal locks is one thousand feet. Thus
it limits the construction of vessels that are to enter the
American registry.
Each additional knot added to a cargo ship of a definite
deadweight tonnage not only increases its construction cost
at rapidly rising rates per added knot, but also raises
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the repair and fuel costs almost as rapidly. The following
table gives .he power and fuel estimated to propel a large
vessel
:
1. Indicated
horse -power
Tons of oil
consumed per round
it Speed in knots
20
22
24
26
28
30
45,000
55,000
71,000
92,000
120,000
160,000
-oyage
6,000
6,600
7,900
9,420
11,400
14,200
These figures show that, while the difference between twenty
and twenty-two knots requires an increase of 10,000 horse-
power, an equal advance in speed from twenty-eight to thirty
knots requires an additional 40,000 horse-power. This means
a great sacrifice of carrying capacity for engine space and a
corcumption of nearly 3,000 more tons of oil per voyage. Yet
the advantage secured at this great cost is only seven per
cent of the travelling time."
In comparison with the amount of fuel consumed by the
early steamers and those in operation today, the increase is
not exceptional. An increase of efficiency in each ton of
coal consumed has been made possible by the extraordinary
improvements in the construction of the hull and the marine
engines. A given amount of fuel today operates almost eight
times as much displacement tonnage as the same amount three
decades ago.
1. F. L. Babcock "Spanning the Atlantic" pp. 210

Size and speed are not the only factors that have con-
tributed to the present age efficiency of the steamship. The
improvement in the quality and distribution of steel has
greatly aided it. The rapid loading and unloading of cargo
are important elements as the interest and depreciation are
very costly during a vessel's stay in port.
'any advantages which are gained from the improvements
in ship construction are offset by the neutralizing force of
pert delays. The problem of the commercial efficiency of a
combination cargo and passenger liner is determined by the
ratio of its gainful employment at sea to the time spent in
idling at port or in loading and unloading its cargo.
An extra knot of speed it gained only at enormous
cost in fuel and space, but, it is no longer interesting to
the present day traveller.

Chapter VIII
'.That a contrast to the days of the cow-house on deck, and
the two rough stove-heated saloons below is the comfort of the
modern liner that offers to its passengers Suites of rooms
decorated in a luxurious manner, and cuisines that tempt the
most delicate appetite. -rom the hour of departure until
arrival at destination the passenger has no. concern but to
gratify the fancies for which the shore does not afford him
time.
Charles Dickens vididly depicts the average Atlantic
oassage with its agonies of seasickness as it was known for
many years. I shall never forget the astonishment with
which I opened the door of, and put my head into, a "state-
room" on board the "Britannia" steam packet- -That this
state-room had been specially engaged for "Charles Dickens,
Esquire, and Lady," was rendered sufficiently clear by a
very small manuscript, announcing the fact, which vvas
pinned on a very flat quilt, covering a very thin mattress,
spread like a surgical plaster on a most inaccessible shelf—
his lady, with a modest yet no3t magnificent sense of it
morp than two enormous portmanteaus in some odd corner out of
eight (portmanteaus which could not more be got in at
the door, not to say stowed away, than a giraffe could be
1. t. L, Babeock "Spanning the Atlantic" pp. 59

persur^d or forced into a f lower-pot. "'
The superliners of to^y have raised luxury and speed in
travel to a plane that never before seemed possible. Tn the
first cla.se, four-room suites are obtai able with private
verandahs, garden furniture and long drop windows. Twin beds
have replaced berths, and brocaded lounges a^d vanity dressers
-:ith i.ovel thertricpl lighting appeal to Lhe femiri-<* far.ei°s.
The living rooms are usually executed ~ith luxurious rugs,
inlaid wo^S; and exquisite accessories. p° -t el-tiled baths
and dressing room alcoves with large cabinets providing
ample drawer space furnish the same advantages as a modern
hotel.
The same comfort, but not in such a luxurious manner,
is afforded the other classes of the boat. Running: hot and
cold v/ater, individual beds, boudoir lamps, water decanters,
wardrobe cases, ~lectric fans, and private telephones are
among the attractions.
There are shops wher<= passengers may purchase ai^ticles
forgotten in their hrcte, and even Travel Bureaus whi?h
supply information and reservations for trains, airplane,
and steamer connections. Writing rooms and libraries with
book cases of current fiction and travel literature are
available to passengers. Wide promenade decks extending
four or five laps to the mile^ tile swimming pools, refilled

daily with sea water, and surrounded by regular beach sand;
and solarioums, glass protected, add to the comforts of the
express liner. Play decksare arranged for tennis courts,
shuffle board r.nd other interesting games, and with the
latest innovation in ocean travel, the eighteen hole Tom
Thumb Golf Course. gymnasiums are equipped with every sort
of exercise device under the supervision of instructors.
The maximum facilities for play and rec eat ion are provided
throughout an entire trip.
The modern ship practice requires that all cooking
ordors end other unpleasant ordors shll net be allowed to
penetrate into staterooms or public places. The dining
room, therefore is usually located in the hull and amidships
to obtain freedom from motion and pitching, which are at a
minimum at this point. With the aid of the modern mechanical
ventilation, the chair nearest the door is no. longer the
coveted place. The night club is gradually replacing the
traditional ballroom, and movie pictures attempt to further
the festivities on board the ship.
Elevators of silent construction offer service between
all decks. Shipboard exchanges rrceive stock reports from
large cities all duri g the day through p special wireless
service, and private negotiations may be put th^oup-h by
radio, or even by telephone if the ship is within 1500 miles

cf the k meri^^n shore. This aake^ ocean voyages possible to
many busi'-ess men who could not otherwise afford to bp out o p
contact with financial conditions during the time required for
crossing.
By the inauguration of a sea-go lag garage the pas sen
nay drf^e hie ovm "jar on and off at each pert to see the
foreign countries in 3.n independent s+-rle.
1.
"The chief trouble vith the latest liners, prom the stand
^oint of pecnle who like ocean vcvv;3s 3 is that it pets harder
and harder to rc-lize that the ocean is anywhere near."
1. 3o3ton Post, August, 1931

Chapter IX
Although speed and luxury appear to be the first con-
sideration of the shipbuilder, in reality they are second-
ary in importance to safety. The prevention of disaster
is the purpose of safety devices, which are installed in
every vessel minimize the danger if an accident should
occur.
Collisions at sea are just as unavoidable as they are
on shore; the greater the number of ships using the traffic
lanes, the greater the liability. The combined use of
wireless and submarine bell signals permit conversation be-
tween stumers nearing e?ch other in a fog, and allow
warnings tc be sent from ship to ship or from land to ship.
This has eliminated to some extent the danger of collision.
The latest in safety equipment is installed in th*3
"Euro pa", the new German Lloyd superliner. She has a
double bottor extending from the bow to the stern, and
fourteen watertight bulkheads dividing the ship into fif-
teen watertight compartments. The bulkheading is made in
such a manner that even if two adjoini; g compartments were
flooded, the vessel would be perfectly safe at sea, and the
stern section would remain afloat even if three adjoining
compartments were full of water. If the first four compart-
ments were flooded, the "Europa" would still be drifting

without any harmful effect to her eq- ipment, due to the
reserve buoyancy of the boat.
ihe "Titanic" disaster on her maiden voyage on April
14, 1913 persuaded shipbuilders to ir.stall improved life-
boats, rafts, and davits. I'he "Titanic" struck an iceberg,
and went to the bottom in about two and a half hours. ihe
lifeboats were insufficient for the number on board, and
her wireless calls did not reach the ship earest to her,
1.
"A ship fitted with wireless was less than twenty miles
away, with no operator on duty, and another without wire-
less was within five miles." Li order to avoid a repeti-
tion of the diaster, the American Government established
the United States Coast Guard to patrol the waters. Since
its operation there has not been a single loss of life due
to collisions with icebergs.
ihe "Europa" is further equipped with large non-
sinking lifeboats, each of which possesses a motor en-
closed in a watertight compartment which allows for opera-
tion ever when the boat is full of water. Each boat has
a capacity of one hundred and forty-five persons, and can
be lowered in a very short time. The ship is installed
with a complete fire-fighting and fire-extinguishing system,
and annunciators that can be operated from over ten thousand
locations on board.
Every effort is being made by the shipbuilder today
to insure the utmost safety of the passengeis.
1. :<rank itowen "Atlantic Travel" pp. 309

Chapter X
Twenty years before the '//or Id 'Jar thousands of people
poured yearly into the United States to supply the labor to
meet the requirements of the country's remarkable growth.
At the same time, Americans with moderate income began to
spend their vacations abroad, travelling by steerage.
In 1695, a pamphlet was circulated describing a trip
1.
to Europe by steerage. "'Go first and buy a bottle or two
of coffee essence some lump sugar and a couple cans of con-
densed milk. The coffee and tea on board is bad. Get a
ccuple of bottles of pickles as they give varie ry to your
food. Bring a couple of cans of pressed corn beef. Bring
your own towels, a cake of soap, a pillow and a steamer
chair. Sitting accommodation is always bad and hard to be
got going steerage- --scuttle down into the steerage
hold, and threw your satchel into a vacant top bunk and
stay by it.— • there will probably be twenty bunks
in your compartment— you will find in your bunk a
large block tin cup, a deep soup plate, a knife, fork and
large spoon, all of which you are expected tc keen clean
yourself save your meat; put it in your plate well
wrapped up with what you brought yourself, will
give you about as good food
1. F. L. Babcock "Spanninc the Atlantic" nn. 172

as you will get in many boarding houses dinner bell is rung
stand in line with your plate and dipper to receive your
rations.
Vhile standards of cabin comfort on steamships have
generally followed those existing in the hotels onshore, three
years later, the third-class conditions had changed from
mediaeval horror into a luxury that the emigrants never
possessed in their own country. The quarters were equipped
?/ith dining saloons serving excexient and varied food
s rved by stewards. Smoking rooms, ladies' rooms, baths,
promenade and shelter decks had been installed
. The
individual cabins with two to six berths equipped with
patent wash-stands, running water, mattresses and springs
offered comforts suitable for respectable niddle-aged people.
The accommodations for emigrants and tourists met with
great response and enthusiasm.
At the close of the World War the United States was
confronted with the problem of the curtailment of immigration.
The country's industries were highly mechanized, and new labor
was unnecessary for its future growth. A million immigrants
were entering this country yearly, and the flood of people
had to be checked to maintain the threatened American wage
levels. The Emergency Quota Act was passed in 1921,
strengthened the following year, and in 1924 limited the
entrance of immigrants to two per cent of the number of

persons born in each country who were residents of the United
States in 1690.
The great migration of people to the united States had
provided a profitable part of the transatlantic shinpin? busi-
ness. As the size and luxuries of the ocean lir.ers increased
the expenses became proportionately greater, and steerage
traffic seemed necessary to the operation of the express liner.
At the same time, a large number of fast freighters, created
by the TJar, were in existence that carried the cargo that
might have filled the space formerly occupied by immigrants
on passenger liners. The shipping companies had to face this
situation.
.-'ortunately, the presence of the United States army in
Europe aroused the American interest in the Old World and
reduced the psychological barrier of the ocean. The Ameri-
can statesmen had become involved in European scholarshins,
student unions, and school of international relations. united
States had become a creditor nation, and it tended to in-
crease the buying power cf Americans travelling in foreign
countries during the depreciation of the currencies of those
countries. People with small means found it cheaper to
spend a vacation abroad than at home.
All this resulted in the growth of summer travel across
the Atlantic, corner steerage accommodations and part of
the declining second-class were converted into a new class
called "College tcur", and later changed to "tourist-third".

r
'any of the de luxe express liners have eliminated entirely
the seconc-class with the substitution of "tourist-third".
Keen competition existed betwee shipping companies,
and they were determined to offer the new travelling: public
the sort of service it preferred. The comfortable one-class
or cabin and" tourist-third" boat was inaugurated at very
low prices and has done much to promote summer travel to
Europe. ?£any mechanical devices, such as the gyroscope,
have been installed to reduce vibrations, and they have
largely removed the discomforts that were present in the
extremities of the vessels. More space was made possible
for passengers' quarters by better arrangement and by the
saving of room due to the substitution of oil for coal.
The seasonal aspect of transatlantic travel is one
of the most vital problems today confronting the passenger
lines. The carriage of emigrants from Europe had been a
year-round type of business that had justified the main-
tenance of good transatlantic service, large permanent
crews, and fast, regular schedules. The raised standard
of jiving has brought prosperity to the American people,
and they have created the demand for a fleet of liners

to accommodate the traffic of the summer months.
During the other eight months of the year either the lire
are operating v.ith small passenger lists or else they are
being forced to remain idle. The economies resulting from th
introduction of oil as fuel has made possible the maintaining
cf some of the transatlantic liners to operate at a profit.
Under the present competitive conditions, this factor alone
cannot compensate a return on the enormous capital investment
of luxurious fittirss and thousands of trained servants.
The introduction of winter cruises have been adonted
as a solution for activity of liners in the winter months.
Short winter trips are attractive to business oeonle who
oesire a vacation from their business activities. Voyages
to Cuba, the lest Indies, and Bermuda have met with a
decided success, and -he long winter cruise has appealed
considerably to the leisure class.
foreign flag vessels establishing this type of service
with transatlantic liners has aroused the indignation of the
American combination passenger and cargo vessels. The 77ard
Line is attempting to enforce legislation by Congress to
eject foreign ships from the "est Indies route as they de-
prive the established American firm of passengers during
the busiest four months of -he year. Up to date nothing

has been enacted, as the United States public apparently
enjoys the freedom from pronation, and the possibility of
having the luxury of the superliner for a brief* holiday.
In 1931, in response to the demand or shorter vaca-
^icn ^rips, the Cunard Line inaugurated th? reek-end
cruises to Halifax, Bermuda, or the Bahamas. In spite of
the major international depression, a great number of
passengers have taken cruises of various kinds. The week-
end cruise has stimulated the American people to take trips
of average duration to the TJest Indies, and it has doubled
th-<t of : -revious year. The reasons for this increase has
been the desire for recreation,and a change from the
present depressing conditions, plus the attractiveness of
the values offered by crack liners to travel at a minimum
rate of fifty dollars for four days.
The steamship lines and travel companies are expect-
ing a much better season for travel to Europe in 1932.
1.
"Last year t.he tourist to England had to put up "4.86 to
pay for a hotel room which cost one pound. ihis year
the room st,ill costs one pound, but American tourists
will experience the pleasant sensation of putting up on
,3.40 to pay for it due to the silver standard.
"
The recent "all-expense" tour is a recent innovation
in ocean shipping. Hotel reservations, sight-seeing trips,
1. Boston Herald Ya.rch 13, 1932

railway connections, and baggage responsibilities are assumed
by the steamship company. The latest contribution spons*r$d
by -he Cunard Line in furthering transatlantic travel is the
1.
deferred payment plan. "Travel at your convenience, pay at
your leisure---you can now buy your ticket in a Cunarder the
same way you buy an automobile or electric refrigerator
a payment of a little as twenty-five per cent of the cost
of the ocean voyage is all that is necessary before sailing;
take a year to pay the balance."
1. Boston Herald—Cunard Advertisement March, 1932

Chapter "I
There have been many revolutionary changes in commerce
and industry in all the leading countries of the world
since the World War. Mass production is passing. Speed
is not the important factor in macs production. Standard-
ization of a pro uct and quantity of production are em-
phasized. Mass production is being surpassed by another
industrial system that stresses distribution. Improved
transportation service is necessary for reduced inventories,
ever-changing styles, and "hand-to-mouth" buying. Railroads,
ste.mship lines, and express companies have revolutionized
t-heir schedules in order to meet the requirements of this
new system. Spsed and efficiency have become the by-words
of transportation. This adjustment has bee' made possible
by the co-ordination of all branches of transportation.
_raffic congestion has becc ne a very serious problem
in many of the large terminal cities, freight delivery
1,
s-in'ice are often impeded by this traffic condition. "By
efficient co-ordination, through the use of °lectric
railways, steamships, railroads, and motor services. ~-oods
may be shiDpo:1 to other cities without undue delays."
ihe organized co-operation of the motor and steamship
is a new trend, and has produced excellent results. The
1. G. Lloyd Wilson " Co-ordir ated Motor-Rail-Steamship Transportat ion"
pp. 3

steamship lines possessing this service, call for the freight
and place it on the steamer. Vlhen the ship errivedat the
desired port, a motor is ready to •-pceive the freight and
deliver it to the co sigee's storedoor. This greatly relieve
congestion at the terminals as freight does not accumulate
on the pier, nor are there delays caused by ttffcalcs. This
service eliminates all doubt as to when the goods will be
delivered to the customer. The rates for this type of
service is comparatively low, jnd it saves the shipper
both time and money. •
Another attempt at co-ordination has been made by the
steamship lines and the airplane companies. In 1928 the
Ccmpagnie Generale Iran sat lantique liner "lie de ^rance"
experimented with a mail-carrying airplane which was
launched shortly before the completion of her journey, for
the purpose of carrying express mail service. 1 hangar
$3 r1 a pneumatic launching catapult were f it -ed for that
purpose. Experiments have proven that it is possible to
laud soecial mails nearly thirty-six hours ahead of the
docVi^p- of the ship.
A great man oceanic superliners have installed air-
plane facili ies, bu"^ at the present time they have al]
abandoned the service as it is toe expensive to z+ore and
keep a trained perso.-.nel simply for the sak« of a few
hours * flying at the end of each voyage.

Chapter XII
From tin d?.yc of the early sett lenient of \merica the use
of streams rffo-^r'ed the people th* cheane^t and best type of
transportation. The waterways, therefore, became the highways
of trade, commerce, and travel. As the nature-made water-
ways were inadequate, canals were built by the early settlers
to increase the length of the lakes or rivers. Before steam
was introduced as a motive power on water, and before the
steam railways had been invented, many canals were built.
?rom the beginning of railway construct ion in the United
States, a new factor entered the field of transportation to
compete with river and canal transport agencies. The river
port's trade was diverted to the railroad.
The advocators of waterway development in the united
States still existed, although waterway traffic showed a
general downward trend. During the fifteen years before the
World war two events of importance occurred that assisted
in keeping the waterway situation before the public eye.
One was the decision in 1903 of the people of New York to
construct the Erie Canal, and the other was the creation of
the Inland Waterways Commission. The purpose of the com-
mission was to prepare a comprehensive plan for the im-
provement of the river systems in the United States.

The TJcrld ".Tar marked an event of renewed interest for the
utilization and the development of the. inland waterways. This
increased interest was due to the fact that waterway trans-
portation was partly taker over by the Government during the
TTar to transport supplies and to supplement traffic in
certain sections were abnormal war production conditions pre-
vailed. Efficient organization, government capital and re-
sources did much to aid the waterways.
This situation led to the development of a recognition
of the extent to which some of the older methods of water
transportation had become obsolete, and of the need for em-
ploying modern methods, if the waterways w^re to survive
as freight carriers of freight. It brought abut the retire-
ment of the old river boats with their limited capacities
and high cost of operation in favor of the new powerful
river towboats employed in hauling from one to ten or more
large shallow barges. The old singly-towed boat was sup-
planted by barges cc- trolled by boats operated by steam
1.
or other motive power. "It is thus by deeper channels and
new inventions that our rivers came back as great arteries
of commerce after half a century of paralysis."
The Committee on Inland Waterways in 1917 took
possession of the carriers on the water, .additional
1. President hoover "An Economic Survey of Inland 'Vaterways
Corporation in United States" pp. 41
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vessels w?re constructed, and all the floating equipment on
the New lork State Barge Canal and on the Mississippi and
,'arrior rivers was commandeered.
In 1920 the United States Government found itself
possessed of certain 1 leets of boats and barges. These ships
were owned outright by the Government, as the railroads were
private property that had to be returned to their owners at
the close of the war period. The fleet in service on the
Tew *ork State Barge Canal was disposed of and became the
property of a canal transportation company. The equipment
on the Mississippi and T.Tarrior rivers was placed in the
hands of the Inland V.'aterways Corporation to operate the
tewboats and barges in a common-carrier freight service
with an eventual private absorption of those activities.
The Government has successfully demonstrated the
the practicability of inland waterway transportation through
the operation o:' barge lines on both the Mississippi and
.'.'arrior rivers. The object of the Government in carrying
out this work was to give the farmer and the manufacturer
lower freight rat.s, and to build up industrial manufacturing
plants in that secion of the nation between the Allegheny
and Rocky fV.ountains, and between the Canadian border and the
Vul" of Mexico, close to the raw materials needed, and close
to the markets for the finished products.
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Congress has recently granted appropriations for the
1.
improvement of the Mississippi River by providing "a nine-
foot channel from St. Paul, Minnesota to the Gul ' of Mexico
A nine-foot channel in the Missouri River to Kansas City;
with a six-foot channel to Sioux City, Iowa, and a standard
channel from Chicago to the Mississippi River via *,he
Illinois River are to be constructed". This development
when completed will open up transportation from the Ure t
Lakes to the Uulf of Mexico. Projects are being submitted
for the erection of -a canal connecting the Ohio River with
Lake ~rie.
The tonnage carried on the inland waterways had in-
creased considerably during the past few years. The im-
proved Ohio River has shown remarkable growth, and a great
deal of it is due to heavier tonnage of iron and steel
products that are moving aown river from the steel manu-
facturing district with comparatively heavy tonnage of raw
materials delivered to the manufacturing plants.
The present program in the development of the inland
waterways, as presented by President Hoover, is the
deepening of 5,000 miles of the Mississippi river system;
building of 1,000 miles of intracoastal canals, and the
completion of the proposed St. Lawrence Canal with a cost
of approximately |85,000 ; 000 a year.
1« Merchant Marine Bulletin February, 1931

67.
The railroads have objected strenuously to governmental
participation in inlana waterways, The rise in railroad freight
rates has acted as a stimulant to the use of rivers and lakes.
I,
"77hen, we find the government of the United States itself tak-
ing the public money to the extent of ?24,O00,OOO, putting
tugs and barges on the Mississippi and Warrior divers in com-
petition not only with railroads but with private water
2.
carriers--—the case becomes intolerable.
, or again, "77hile
persons shipping goods through the Lew York State Barge
Canal in 1923 paid the boatmen an average of probably only
4.5 mills per ton-mile, the tax payers of the State supplied
an additional 3.031 cents to meet the additional cost for
each ton-mile more-over the rail earnings required no
additions from the State treasury or elsewhere. The rail-
roads operate within their own earnings, and are on duty
every day in the year; the Canal is heavily subsidized by
the State, and is closed nearly half the time".
As the improvement continues on the inland rivers
there is a constant increase in tow barge service. Public
and private terminals with river-rail transfer facilities
are being erected at various poirts on the rivers to handle
the increased volume of river tonnage.
1. Thomas Tfoodlock Railroad Data December 4, 1931
2. Bureau of Railway Economics Consecutive No. 293, 1 G25, !7ashin~t

Chapter XIII
At the present time the world is watching v^ith great
interest the development of theprcject known as the Gre-*t
Lakes -St. Lawrence 'Vaterway. Many controversies are tak-
ing place, and the railways have been the greatest critics
of the plan.
The Great Lakes are the most important bodies of fresh
water in the world not only because of their size, but of
their possibilities for commerce. These bodies of water
are connected by channels that make possible the entrance
of commerce to great mineral, agricultural, and industrial
areas. Canadian and .American industries have availed them-
selves of the opportunity for cheaper transportation
rendered feasible by the existence of the Great Lakes.
The harbors and channels have project depths that
range from twenty to twenty-five feet, and may accommo-
date ships v/hich draw as much water as twenty.one feet,
ihe traffic of vessels is limited to the lakes west of
Lake Ontario by the Niagara and St. Lawrence barriers.
If cargo is destined to reach the Atlantic coast it
necessitates a transfer, and thus increases the cost of
transportation. Canada is in the process of completing
the V/elland Ship Canal that has a depth of twenty-seven
feet with thirty feet in locks. This construction enables
Lake vessels to drop down into Lake Ontario, but the rapids

of the St. Laurence River obstruct the passage to the sea-
board. It is the object of the United States and Canadian
governments to remove this last barrier, and permit vessels
to sail directly to che oce-m and beyond to the markets of the
world.
In 1920, the governments of Canada and the united States
1.
appointed an International Board of Engineers "to survey,
prepare plans, estimate costs, and report upon what further
improvement in the St. Lawrence River from Montreal to Lake
Ontario was necessary to make ^he same navigable for deep
draft vessels?.
In March, 1924, an international advisory committee was
appointed to make further investigations, and it appears that
the tv/o governments are working in unison on the economic
desirability and in agreement upon the principles to be
followed.
The St. Lawrence Deep """aterv/ay is to be the existe- ce
of a through ship chan el of twenty-seven foot depth from
1,'ontreal Lake Superior. Proposals have been made to
cc struct new canals, dams, locks, and river improvements
2.
between Montreal and Lake Ontario. "A minimum width of
of 220 feet and a maximum width of 400 feet in the ship
channel, with locks having an available length of 820 feet
1. Great Lakes -St. Lawrence Tidewater Association. Bulletin No.
2. Alfred Ritter "Transportation Economics of Gre-t Lakes-St.
Lawrence Ship Channel" pp. 263
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a width of 80 feet and depth of 30 feet." Other proposals
are to absorb the new V/el land Ship Canal into the project;
to improve the channels in the St. Mary's River between
Lake Huron and Superior; to deepen one of the existing
locks at the Sault St. Marie Canal; to co:. struct works
both at the head of the Niagara River and at the north end
of the St. C lair River; and to equalize the levels of Lake
Erie, Huron, and Michigan.
Some delays will be experienced by ,he necessity of
passing through the locks of the St. Lawrence and welland
Canals and the other connecting channels of the Great Lakes
This delay will amount to twenty-four hours each way,
adding a cost of ten cents per ton of cargo being carried.
:he cost is a minor one in comparison to the Panama Canal,
which necessitates an addition of ten times the amount.
It is an acknowledged fact that vessels will penetrate
through the proposed St. Lawrence -Great Lakes V/aterway to
obtain the varied cargo that is available in this gre t
agricultural and industrial region.
he United States at her own expense will deepen the
connecting channels betwesn Lake Superior and Lake Erie,
and erect the proposed works in the St, Lawrence River
from Lake Ontario to the poirt of her boundary line.

Canada will complete the TTelland Canal and construct the
proposed works in that section of the St. Lawrence River
within her boundary.
1
"The entire cost of the St. Lawrence project from the
Great Lakes to the ocean, including the installation of
5,000,000 horse-power of hydroelectric equipment,
-620,000,000
to "'650,000,000, is approximately "125 per hcrse-power.
"
It, is estimated that the values in a single year to the
farmers alone -ould equal the capital cost of the waterway.
Other commodities and industries would be affected by the
same economic reaction. The importance of the improvement
to the world would be greater than the savings made upon
2.
the tonnage transported. "Predictably the savings to in-
dustry wculd equal or exceed in amount the savings to
agriculture"
.
ihe St. Lawrence Ship Channel does not attempt to com-
pete with inland waterways. It will offer vessels the
possibility of a new route to the great commercial shores
bordering on the Great Lakes. When this is completed it
will establish a fourth sea, the center for railways,
waterways and highways.
1. 29th Congress 2nd Session Committee on River and Harbors
House of Representative, Document No. 7
2. Great Lakes -St. Lawrence Tidewater Association Bulletin .

Conclusions
There has been a gradual elimination of the tramp
steamers with significant changes in cargo vessels sail-
ing over prescribed routes at fast and
regular schedules.
-he passenger liners faced a crisis after the Way
when Congress passed the immigration laws resulting
in a
curtailment of the flow of third-class passenger traffic,
the most profitable part of passenger business.
In order to meet this emergency the third and some of
the second-class quarters were co.-.v-rted
into "tourist
third". As a final measure the cabin class and
week-end
cruises ere inaugurated, and proved most successful..
There have been three great mechanical developments
during the past ten years: 1. -he substitution
of oil
for coal as fuel; 2. the extraordinary rise of the
motor
ship over the steamship; and 3. the introduction
of the
turbo-electric ship.
Striking evolution has occurred in the size, speed,
and comfort of ships. The era of the superliner has
dawned; faster and more luxurious vessels are now
familiar sights in oceanic travel.
Most significant of all has been the reappearance of
American ships on the high seas, ner economic stability,
prosperity, and standing as a first-class nation
are con-
tingent upon her ability to compete successfully in foreign
.markets.

The United States in order to meet the competition in
world markets should adoot the following suggestions:
1. There shculd be an efficient transportation system
owned and controlled by American citizens op rating to and
from the countries with vrhom it does business.
2. There should be a rrreat increase in the production
of larger and faster ships.
3. There should be a policy of government aid for the
maintenance of ^he American merchant marine.
4. There should be an early withdrawal of the United
States S hipping 3oard from the field of ship operation
together with the gradual sale of vessels in order to
facilitate the prosperity of the American merchant marine.
5. There should be a liberal patronage and sumort
o:' united States ships by exporters, importers, and the
travelling public.

STATISTICS

74.
Growth, by classes of vessels, of the
American Merchant Marine, from 1914 to 1930
Year Steam Motor Sailing Canal Barges Total Merchant Marine
vessels vessels vessels boats
Number Number Number Number Number Number Gross tons
1914 6,902 8,589 6,459 700 4,293 26,943 7,928,688
1915 6,952 8,996 5,866 560 4,327 26,701 8,389,429
1916 6,824 9,237 5,382 555 4,446 26,444 8,469,649
1917 6,736 9,506 4,954 532 4,669 26,397 871,037
1918 6,767 9,891 4,587 519 4,947 26,711 9,924,518
1919 7,397 10,254 4,260 490 5,112 27,513 12,907,300
1920 8,103 10,711 4,030 448 4,891 28,183 16,324,024
1921 8,321 10,750 3,673 442 4,826 28,012 18,282,136
1922 8,177 10,783 3,316 412 4,670 27,358 18,462,967
1923 8,060 10,886 3,061 361 4,649 27,017 18,284,734
1924 7,736 11,014 2,748 343 4,734 26,575 17,740,557
1925 7,454 11,183 2,533 342 4,855 26,367 17,405,902
1926 7,273 11,416 2,362 331 4,961 26,343 17,311,147
1927 6,881 11,503 2,137 301 4,956 25,778 16,887,501
1928 6,619 11,651 1,939 270 4,906 25,385 16,683,061
1929 6,400 11,919 1,711 253 5 , 043 25,326 16,476,859
1930 6,087 12,124 1,584 226 5,193 25,214 16,067,725
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION

75.
Growth, bv traces, of H he American merchant marine, **rom 1914 to 1930
Foreign Coasting Whale Cod Total Annual
trad e trade fisheries Mackerel Kerchant increase
fisher i.e a Mar i tie or
decrease
oss
No. No. No. NO* fct o
.
tO! iS per cent
2,360 23 , 5^2 45 976 26, 943 7 92 8, u88 '0.53
2,~55 23,072 39 835 2o
,
701 389, 429 5.81
3,101 22,62'7 33 683 26 444 8, 469, 649 0.95
3,453 22,2^0 30 644 26, 397 8, 8^1, 037 4 . M
3,986 21 ,994 2^ 704 26,,"11 9 f 924 , 518 11.67
5,006 21,858 26 623 27
s
,513 vz\ 907, 300 30.05
5,938 21,644 26 581 28,,183 16, 324, 0*4 26.47
5,951 21,478 25 558 28,,012 18, 282,,136 11.99
5 , 504 21 ,335 24 495 27 ,358 18, 462
,
,96" .10
5,140 21,384 23 4^0 2%,017 18, 284,,734 -0.10
4,973 21,141 19 442 26,,575 17, "10,,557 -2 .98
4,695 21,184 19 468 26,,36" 17
,
405,,902 -1 .69
4,616 21,203 •15 509 26 ,343 l n
,
311,il47 -0.54
4 ,434 20,82^ 17 500 25
j
16, 88",,501 -2.4 5
4 ,312 20,545 • 13 515 25 ,385 16, 683 ,061 -1 .21
4 ,365 20,435 14 512 25',326 16, 4"* 6 ,859 -1 .24
4,175 20,501 14 524 25',214 16, 067
_
,725 -2.47
U. S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Navigation
I
7<\
number, and gross tonnage of vessels built in t-.he U.S. and documented
1914-
-1930
am vessels Motor Sailing
ve s sels vessels
Number - Number Number
193 585 51
140 611 51
129 495 34
192 609 64
309 620 115
891 633 84
965 713 115
451 513 70
131 517 45
127 396 34
94 5^9 15
-74 605 28
82 563 11
"73 588 8
51 624 5
30 540 13
43 634 8
Canal Bar^e s Total
boats
Number Number Number Gros 3 +c
25 29^ 1,151 316 ,250
40 315 1,157 225 ,122
21 258 9 3 "7 325 ,413
26 406 1,29^ 664 ,4"79
32 452 1 ,528 1,300 , 868
15 380 1 ,953 3 ,326 ,621
2 2^2 2,06-7 3,880 ,639
23 304 1,361 2 ,265 ,115
13 139 845 661 ,232
2 211 335 ,-^91
3 358 1,049 223 ,968
2 258 967 119 ,846
7 261 9^4 224 ,6^3
10 238 917 245 ,144
1 283 969 257 ,180
5 220 808 128 ,9"6
335 1,020 254 ,296
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION

>ar enaea
VESSELS ADDED TO THE
7? TC1 \ T
Built
:TEfi STATES MERCHANT MARINE
;RS 1914-1930
Nationalized Renation-
77.
o. Gross tons Gpecia.1 General P.. . .
aots acts 4132
No. GrossKo. Gross
tons tons
"o.
"
To. Gross
tons
"'o docu-
mented
T o. IT 033
tons
i • - 1 1 5] ° 50 5 514 100. 15,3 5o
l
°
'
~~
1 15"' 225 122 I'iU O olU 1
1
o,9o6
1°'
j. « — > 325 413 11 4RQX X
,
T: O" Of\ •7 O 0<~*AC.
,
C j)*k 1 1 o 20 , J ?9
10 - - 1 297 od4 X X OA 1 QXO O
,
Oo<c lo9 o c o ~z cco ,o35
TCI
X - 1 528 1300J-wVW 868<-J \J « X
,
rtU O ^ XU o
,
4 7 c IOo 20 , o^d
l?: ? 1,953 3326 ,621 5 3,042 7 20 •i,217 82 19,480
2,06" 3880
,
639 1 18 2 1,153 8 23 2,96" 46 ",946
1. • - 1 , ool 22ul ,115 1 14 1 ,"60 18 30 4^,188 52 12,091
661
j
,232 1 25 1 16 22 29 30,094 V-/ O 10,225
19 i - 335,^91 5 3,1"9 9 31 24,2"1 80 14,215
IP 1 1 ,049 223,,968 2 1,325 6 23 8,280 101 27,02196" 199,,84 6 5 13 8,536 266 80,607
924 224
,
,6"3 4 5, 24"' 13 16 8,234 "3 29,953
917 245
,
,144 1 1*401 13 12 12,101 86 17,767
1928 969 257, 180 K? ,117 1 55 10 13 24,592 113 19,634
• 806 128,,976' 1 20 19 16 20 , 887 82 12,912
1 1
,
020 254,,396 3 3,386 11 20 19,069 70 5,063
Purchased Captured in Other Total
from \7ar Rebuilt Sources Inorease
TTnite^ States
tear No. Gross tons No. Gross tons No. Gross tons No. Gross-ton s No. Gross tons
1914 6 1 ,585 500 67 ,423 75 3 ,079 1 ,837 404, 167
1915 5 1 ,417 506 151 ,969 67 3 ,232 1 ,991 904, 292
1916 3 2, 726 526 469 ,500 46 2,,500 1 ,660 904, 616
1917 9 1 ,620 19 75 ,004 601 379 ,300 58 4.,317 c.C ,1761 , 236
,
920
1.918 6 3,,670 43 266 ,559 511 • 250 ,040 82 ,319 2 ,3191 ,946, 043
1919 19 5, 471 448 239 ,602 106 80,,778 2 ,64u3 ,691, 560
&920 71 30 ,557 7 72 ,086 813 2,417 ,914 109 132 ,066 3 ,1476 ,556, 897
1921 56 25 ,561 6 78 ,073 738 1,932 ,026 62 2 ,884 2 ,3284 ,406, 286
1922 54 18, 625 406 847 ,011 91 153 ,592 1 ,5171 ,788, 270
1923 89 49 ,007 1 59 ,956 459 890 ,725 51 3,,733 1 ,4951 ,392, 395
1924 5o 69,,002 487 758 ,133 42 1,,730 1 ,7651 ,100, 759
H925 43 8 ,175 461 436 ,898 52 2,,143 1 ,807 740, 662
1926 17 5,,213 531 496 ,850 46 1, 285 1 ,624 781, 792
1927 32 771 353 365 ,438 27 1,,617 1 ,441 665, 782
1928 38 12,,361 381 554!,482 29 2,,98u 1 ,55o 900, 410
1929 44 4,,785 406 442,,955 36 1, 08b 1 ,412 688, 065
1930 30 4,,486 366 576,,839 32 3, 857 1 ,552 882, 138
I

78.
Foreign Tfcter-Borne Comiaeroe of the United State s .1914-1930-
Import: Sports and
I.XDorts
ar
m
American
Vessels
915
S16
917
1916
1919
1920
; 1921
[922
1922
1924
.925
.926
1927
1928
.929
1930
198 , 923 , 656
281,334,841
449,872,543
648,256,478
710,777,017
875,602,857
,835,757,405
,301,944,050
734,375,471
,054,911,829
,011,003,703
,055,034,682
,177,756,847
,207,037,292
,181,711,451
,192,575,194
,063,394,145
in
orei??n
Vessels
in
American
Vessels
1,538,784,987
1,244,934,571
1,550,102,577
1,706,482,324
1,849,630,228
1,741,432,980
2,870,930,209
1,905,762,619
1,533,906,433
2,229,949,831
2,066,819,263
2,297,989,611
2,749,926,994
2,510,892,929
2,442,868,846
2,522,671,564
2,252,305,208
169, '36, 090
290,597,071
499,035,673
803,829,990
977,718,929
1,617,900,599
3,235,865,822
2,245,703,389
1,177,588,568
1,277,120,152
1,448,854,801
1,522,382,349
1,362,379,183
1,477,245,158
1,405,645,579
1,535,537,138
1,368,355,058
foreign
Vessel;
: r cent
in
American
Vessels
U
1 , 87 8,323 ,769
2,175,758,992
3,327,030,418.
4,660,926,341
4,165,554,282
4,725,161,958
3,932,444,373
3,457,024,652
2,067,533,302
2,064,802,987
2,252,378,385
2,685,568,961
2,608,032,870
2,669,767,716
2,678,959,086
2,920,050,432
2,510,839,872
S. DEPARTMENT
BUREAU OF
9.7
1^.3
16.3
18.6
21.9
27.8
42.7
39.8
34.7
33.2
36.3
34.1
32.2
34.1
33.6
33.4
33.8
<*F C0MKERCE
NAVIGATION
r
f
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' BTITH PRINCIPAL MARITINE nations
Ships built for transooeanio service from 1921-1926.
Oountry Vessels Gross tons
Great Britain 600 5,500,000
Gemany 17 2 900,000
Italy 65 506,000
France - 72 400,000
Japan 52 250,000
United States 14 137,000
Ship building or contracting in 1926.
Country Vessels Gross tons
Great Britain 142 980,000
Germany 49 395,000
Italy 26 300,000
Japan 19 100,000
United States 4 63,000
France 6 56,000
Number and speed of vessels suitable for transoceanic service, in 1926.
Ships of 12 knots and over:
Great Britain 1,506
France 255
United States 237
Jaioan 189
Italy 186
Germany 160
Snips of .14 kno ts and over:
Great Britain 432
United States 103
France 71
Italy 56
Japan 53
Germany 31
Ships of .16 knots and over:
Great Britain 152
United States o9
France 25
Japan 25
Germany 10
Italy 8
Ships of .16 knots and over:
Great Britain 35
Italy 10
Franve
United States 7
Germany 3
Japan 2
Ships of
_20 knots and over:
Great Britain 16
Italy 6
Franco 5
United States 3
Japan
Germany

80.
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